A novel calcium signalling response in the breast cancer cell line MDA-468.
In the human breast carcinoma cell line MDA-468 addition of epidermal growth factor (EGF) is growth inhibitory. Calcium signalling was investigated in this cell line using the calcium sensitive fluorescent probe Indo-1. Addition of EGF to MDA-468 cells resulted in a novel biphasic calcium response. In the first phase of the response EGF raised calcium to levels significantly above basal. This was followed by a prolonged fall in calcium to levels significantly lower than original basal levels. The G-protein activator aluminum fluoride (AlF), stimulated a rise in calcium which was not proceeded by a fall below basal levels. Conversely addition of PMA, an activator of protein kinase C (PKC), induced a fall in calcium from basal without a prior increase. Down regulation of PKC eliminated the response to PMA, however the biphasic nature of the EGF response was maintained. Pretreatment of the cells with pertussis toxin did not alter the response to EGF nor to AlF. We conclude that in the MDA-468 cell in which EGF is growth inhibitory: 1) EGF results in a biphasic calcium response which ultimately leads to reduction below baseline levels, 2) a rise in calcium itself is not sufficient to account for the subsequent fall below basal levels, 3) G-proteins may be involved in the initial phase of the EGF response, 4) activation of PKC can also reduce intracellular calcium, however the response to EGF is not dependent on this pathway.